
 Essay Review

 Counting Survivors. By Walter McDonald. (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press,
 1995. 85 pages, $24.95/$10.95.)

 In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of Viet Nam, By Robert S. McNamara, with Brian

 VanDeMare. (New York: Random House, 1995. 414 pages, $27.50.)

 I wish for Easter all year long.

 I watch parades from curbs
 and wonder how do survivors live?

 How do the dead arise?

 Walter McDonald, "Counting Survivors"

 No one who survives a major life-and-death conflict leaves it behind. All warriors
 would ideally emulate Hemingway's Robert Jordan, dying below cathedral pines in a
 Spanish forest. Jordan knows he has made a difference. Even as he expires, he knows he

 can be a force for his loved ones who are escaping - if he can remain aware and keep his
 lessons cogent. It is this "having made a difference" that shines from the faces of World

 War II veterans. It is a fine antidote for what they saw, participated in, and left behind. It

 meliorates a msyor inheritance of survivors: guilt. Veterans of the Viet Nam conflict, on

 the other hand, are mostly searchers, parrying always the constant jab of memories and

 images, looking always for the mental or spiritual mechanism to lessen the weight of what

 they brought home. The inquisitions of guilt are with them until death: What difference did

 it make ? What ivas it fori And perhaps the worst, Why me?

 Two recent publications detail the search for those answers. Walter McDonald,
 combatant poet, searches the metaphysical, the relationship between macrocosm and
 microcosm, and the image (sight, sound, taste, smell, touch) as instruments of healing
 and understanding - such that anyone can be granted. Robert S. McNamara, statesman
 policy-maker, attempts a rational pathology of the decision-making and the macabre
 political momentum behind the undeclared war - an analytical schematic of prevention
 for such horrendous debacles.

 As many reviewers and many veterans, I was fully prepared to leave the McNamara
 book with a continued hate for its author. I had campaigned for Kennedy, was in uniform
 when Lyndon Johnson took over, tried desperately while playing blackjack in a tent in
 DaNang between reconnaissance missions to figure out why I was there. Like some of my
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 colleagues, I carried a .38 to protect the cryptographic equipment I was responsible for.
 But I was not in a combat role. We merely tried, while flying circles over the Gulf of
 Tonkin, to warn U. S. pilots of missiles fired their way. I looked at myself as a kind of
 airborne missionary - saving rather than destroying. I also wanted validation for a Distin-

 guished Flying Cross given several years after my discharge, an award for a flight where we

 witnessed Russian military personnel operating surface-to-air missile installations in
 North Viet Nam. I was the Russian linguist aboard the flight. When bombings increased

 during the next weeks, I wondered if I personally had been responsible for Russian
 soldiers my age being sent home in boxes.

 There is no mention in the book of Russian combatants in North Viet Nam.

 Sometimes McNamara is more introspective than the poet. He wants us to know the

 specifics of his life: the struggle for an education, Berkeley, Harvard Graduate School, the

 marriage, his wife and he both stricken by polio, his early commitment to "statistical
 control" immediately after the strike at Pearl Harbor, his seduction into the corporate
 fast lane as a managerial genius under Henry Ford II - and finally the invitation by
 President Kennedy to serve in the cabinet as one of "the best and the brightest." There is

 a flat determinism in the sweep of the story - and in McNamara's tone. It is obvious that

 his real "graduation," the highpoint of his status as statesman, is into the world of the
 Kennedys.

 One who has placed fingers in a chiseled name in black marble surely has no trouble

 calling the presentation egocentric, even solipsistic. From the detached height of one of
 the best and brightest, however, any guilt seems to the narrator almost too sentimental:

 "It seems beyond understanding, incredible, that we did not force ourselves to confront
 such issues head-on. But then, it is very hard, today, to capture the innocence and
 confidence with which we approached Vietnam in the early days."

 Again and again, the ex-secretary of defense comes back to his modus operandi -
 the managerial tactics, statistical control, and strategic quantification as a measure of
 success or failure of the daily campaign. Again and again the ex-statesman, one of the
 best and the brightest, assures us that he resorted to the "conventional wisdom" of the

 day - the John Foster Dulles domino theory, the SEATO accords and Viet Nam as a
 pivotal domino in the war to keep Southeast Asia from the claws of the Russian bear -
 even when that "conventional wisdom" ground down to the lowest common denomina-
 tor of Homo sapiens t "body count," the final reductio ad absurdum of a detached managerial

 strategy applied to young persons of draftable age. In his defense, the. ex-secretary says,

 Obviously, there are things you cannot quantify: honor and beauty, for ex-
 ample. But things you can count, you ought to count. Loss of life is one when
 you are fighting a war of attrition. We tried to use body counts as a measure-
 ment to help us figure out what we should be doing in Vietnam to win the war

 while putting our troops at the least risk. Every attempt to monitor progress in
 Vietnam during my tenure as secretary of defense was directed toward those
 goals, but often the reports were misleading, (italics mine)

 Juxtaposed with the rationalization above is McNamara's statement that in spring
 1967 "(General Westmoreland) concluded that the crossover point had at last been
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 reached; the enemy's numbers had stabilized and, perhaps, diminished. The CIA, by
 contrast, never perceived a diminution in enemy strength." Evidently, the quantification

 pointed both ways.

 To his credit, McNamara does offer insightful analyses and attempts a rational
 schematic as a preventative to future debacles. And there appears to be a genuine fear of

 a nuclear critical moment. But for all of the critical hindsight, there is little breast-beating

 or self inquisition for the victims of that "conventional wisdom," the out-of-control
 statistics chiseled into the long black wall in the nation's capital. McNamara's lack of
 verbal control (though one may attribute it to Brian VanDeMare, his cowriter) is much
 too camp, at times almost cute, a kind of Harvard/Berkeley MBA babble. The reader is
 reminded again and again of McNamara's familiarity with the "best and the brightest,"
 with grand chess masters (whose checkmate is nowhere in sight; whose players come
 home in aluminum boxes) .

 Ideally, perhaps, statesmen should be combatants; combatants should be poets. As
 in China's T'Ang Dynasty, poetry would become a requisite in examinations for degrees
 and a prerequisite for state promotions. Then perhaps the abstractions of war and hell
 would be localized to a plasma bag or a plastic-packed field dressing-or at least focused
 through the sights, sounds, touches, tastes, and smells that connote a well wrought poem.

 Perhaps every civil servant high enough to order other human beings into life-sucking
 situations should be required to trace with manicured fingers each and every name on
 the cold black wall, or match five hundred deceased family members in randomly chosen

 photographs to the chiseled names representing the voids left in the pictures.

 The softcover edition of Walter McDonald's Counting Survivors is wrapped in a black

 cover, a photo of several square feet of sans-serif names petroglyphed into somber black

 marble. A stark single rose lies at the base of the monument. The verse composes the
 viscera and souls of McNamara's statistical management. The time frame of the poems
 shows that, like the narrator, many of the survivors did not come home in body bags. But

 those who did return intact carry in their hearts those who didn't - along with the terrible

 consciousness that something worthwhile must be made of this Lazarus experience.
 The sweep of the poems moves from a wounded man in chopper transit to Saigon to

 the cogitations of the old survivor - West Texas plainsman much like McDonald him-
 self - who tries to answer the grand inquisition of circumstance: What difference did it
 make ? What was it for? and the most difficult, Why me? In "The Gleam of Silver Wings," the
 exuberance of the young pilot has been transmuted:

 After Darren's jet fell spinning
 out of the Asian sky,

 I learned the myth of perfect flight,

 all of us Icarus, birds of a feather,

 accident-prone ground pounders
 riding throttled fire.

 The airplanes "in movies/ tumbling and spouting smoke/and flames ..." were not "real
 flesh, like Darren," who fell "out of blue skies far from home, /no parachute open, /ten
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 thousand pounds of thrust/and one of us reduced/ to this, a silver matchstick/ tossed
 indifferently away."

 The mellowing West Texan knows that "a man aging can't fight a war/forever.
 Think pity and the mind turns cold./He still sees children and old men/ragged and
 golden, crawling the base dump/for scraps of food at sundown. /Years after Saigon, he's
 like a wall. . . ." "Even good booze can't burn the fungus out, /down where it doesn't
 show, /the mind's own groin."

 The composite narrator has returned home. He must adjust to new circumstances.
 Many of the poems look at the more sedate life-and-death struggle on the Texas plains:
 drought, rattlesnakes, raptors, and the traditions of life taught to children who must
 salvage this other existence: "Let stallions and cattle/be enough, rough bunks and
 windmills/ the way to pray, cow chips for fire, cactus/and rattlers the price they paid for

 range/and a thousand miles of stars."
 Time passes. Faces and places fade into the past, then into the present. Children

 turn into "my brother and I" and then into "our boys" who "rake the same corral."

 There is in McDonald's collection the pressing search for psychic equilibrium in a
 life-threatening cosmos where survivors carry the responsibility of those who succumb.

 There is something rabbinical here. West Texas family and geography provide a sche-
 matic of suffering and compensation in a place where "Coronado's army crossed four
 hundred years ago" never dreaming of the windmills that would "flood the dung and
 hoof prints/ of their route," where, "when we drive flat roads to town, /neighbors miles
 away look up and wave."

 And, of course, the composite narrator keeps coming back to the survivors' inquisi-
 tion: What is the lesson ? What do toe learn ?

 McDonald implies in several of his works that the msyor inherited responsibility of
 survivors is to survive: "We tell a landscape/what we hope it means, invent rich sounds/

 wise as well as ancient and give those/mournful names to landscapes- ocean, /horizon,
 stone. Nothing/ that long ago knew what to do/but kill and flee from being eaten. /We've

 hurled the fear in ourselves to the moon, our longing for peace/into sunsets."
 In "To All Friends Fast Asleep" the narrator offers a requiem that suggests, as all

 compensatory practices from Judaism to Buddhism, that any survival strategy is rooted in
 community:

 Rest, heads twisted severely
 on your necks, or muffled facedown

 on your sides, jaws

 drawn to the chests, legs up,

 bones of shoulders and hips

 burrowed into pine needles of sleep,
 or staked out flat on your backs,
 chins slack, exhausted

 by the weight of space

 shoved down, shoved down all day
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 on hands that lift

 and pat each other on the back,
 or simply grip and squeeze,
 handshakes that mean Hello,

 hold on, it's over, it's okay.

 And this, a prayer from one who has stood before the wall:

 I saw my son's own image in the stone
 but found no other face,

 only a wide black wall
 and names, names blurring together.

 In the title poem comes the suggestion that the inquisition remains, that the questions
 are far beyond any strategy to answer: Tve faced the wall/ and placed my fingers on their
 names. /I wish for Easter all year long./I watch parades from curbs/and wonder how do
 survivors live?/How do the dead arise?"

 We are left, then, with two survivors: poet and statesman. And we wonder if the rules

 of the TAng Dynasty would have prevented what Robert S. McNamara describes as
 following the "common wisdom" of the day. If he had been a combatant? A poet?
 Kennedy was a combatant. Nixon was no poet, though some tout him as a statesman. Was

 Reagan a poet? George Bush was a combatant. Jimmy Carter, who served on nuclear
 submarines, does admit to practicing poetry.

 Will a person who protested the Viet Nam conflict be a better statesman in time of
 war? Lincoln loved poetry. And McNamara's choice, Kipling, certainly loved heroism at
 its visceral level. Would Wilfred Owen have made a good statesman? Hemingway?
 Aristotle? Whitman?

 Would the combination of the two ways of processing the "common wisdom" have

 substantially reduced the number of names on the wall?

 At the very least, one wishes that our statesmen, all of them, could have stood next to

 a shot up combatant, hovering literally and figuratively on the fine edge of this life and
 the next - the statistic that delineates McDonald's entire book, perhaps the truest statistic
 of our "common wisdom" of war.

 What If I Didn't Die Outside Saigon

 So what do you luantl he growled inside the chopper

 strapping me roughly to the stretcher
 as if I were already dead. "Jesus," I swore,

 delirious with pain, touching the hot mush of my legs.
 "To see my wife. Go home, play with my kids,

 help them grow up. You know." His camouflaged face
 was granite, a colonel or sergeant who'd seen it all.
 He wore a parka in the rain, a stubby stale cigar
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 bit tight between his teeth, a nicked machete

 like a scythe strapped to his back. . . .

 . . . Then xvhat? his cigar bobbing. I swallowed morphine
 and choked, "More time. To think, plant trees,

 teach my kids to fish and catch a ball."
 Yeah? he said, sucking the cigar, thinner
 than he seemed at first. Through a torrent of rain,

 I saw the jungle closing over me like the night. . . .

 . . . What then ? "What then? Listen, that's enough,

 isn't that enough?" His cigar puffed
 into flame, he sucked and blew four perfect rings

 which floated through the door and suddenly
 dissolved. Without a word, he leaned and touched

 my bloody stumps, unbuckled the stretcher straps

 and tore the Killed in Adion tag from my chest.

 And I sat up today in bed, stiff-legged, out of breath,

 an old man with a room of pictures of children

 who've moved away, and a woman a little like my wife

 but twice her age, still sleeping in my bed.

 The problem, of course, is that no statesman's hindsight can raise the dead. Perhaps
 these issues, at least where the common wisdom touches on war, should be trusted to the

 poets.

 LEE SCHULTZ  Stephen F. Austin State University
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